Let’s have a Birthday Party!

EBF Special Event
The History of EBF

- This year we came to together for the 4th EBF Open Symposium

- But EBF did not become live with the 1st open symposium but was officially inaugurated already a year earlier

- And the idea about a “European Discussion Forum” was circulating even earlier and was discussed between a lot of people, most of them are now EBF members or even SC members
The History of EBF

- Over the years EBF managed to bring together bioanalysts from various European countries.
- Even from those countries that still decline the invite to become a member of the European Union or the European Monetary Union.
- Like the European Union EBF somehow also has “Ministers of Foreign Affairs” to foster the mutual understanding on scientific and regulatory aspects of bioanalysis and to jointly discuss with bioanalysts and regulatory bodies from other regions. Here I want to refer to the reps from Brasil and Japan and thank them for participating in our meeting.
EBF – it’s all about Bioanalysis

- We all know that harmonization is not easy, and requires tolerance and faith
- Love of adventure is also needed, especially when travelling to EBF meetings

Spanish airports reopen after strike causes holiday chaos
EBF – it’s all about Bioanalysis

- We wouldn’t be where we are today without you
  - coming to our meetings,
  - participating in the discussions,
  - sharing know-how and experiences,

having the confidence that EBF in collaboration with our bioanalytical partner organisations all over the world can seek alignment on a broad array of bioanalytical topics facilitating the activities of bioanalytical labs in an international environment

- I would now like to call the Steering Committee on stage
Thanks to you all to make this happen!
Happy 5th EBF Anniversary